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Abstract

Distributed mission critical systems require support
for ultra-secure communication, in which intrusions
must be detected and suppressed in real time, possibly before the a ected messages reach the receiver.
When the distributed application has real-time requirements, the e ects of intrusion are particularly
severe. In addition to covered channels and potentially tampered data at the receiver, such systems
may experience violations of timing requirements
and timing instabilities in components not directly
related to the intrusion. Systems with real-time requirements have admission and access control mechanisms in place to ensure that timing requirements
can be met during normal operation. Such admission control mechanisms require load pro les of trafc (for example in form of leaky bucket descriptors)
so that resources can be appropriately allocated to
meet application requirements during system operation. In this paper, we report on our project aiming at real-time detection of intrusions in ATM networks. We take advantage of the speci cation of
the traÆc pro le during connection setup, and use
a traÆc modeling technique to determine the pro le
of the traÆc on the connection in an arbitrary point
in the network, thus providing a base line for detection of load deviations. We designed and analyzed
a security device that uses the pro le information,
detects violations. The traÆc is modeled in an accurate but eÆcient manner. As a result, our device is
able to detect an intrusion within 25 s, yet is simple enough to be economically realized in existing
VLSI technology.

1 Introduction
High-performance networks with support for Quality of Service (QoS), such as Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM), are increasingly being deployed to
support distributed mission-critical computing, at
shipboard level or at wider scale [1]. For example,
ATM technology provides the backbone for various
core technology subsystems of the SmartShip program for AEGIS class cruisers [11], such as integrated condition awareness system, damage control
system, machinery control system, and integrated
bridge system. The networks used in many of these
systems must meet stringent timing and security requirements. In this paper, we report on our project
aiming at providing real-time intrusion detection for
these types of networks. By real-time detection, we
mean that a solution should detect and suppress
network intrusions within very short time periods,
say, 100 s.
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In addition to its high speed, ATM's ability to provide QoS support to users makes it increasingly popular for many such systems. While QoS for a connection can be characterized by many parameters,
for real-time applications it is bandwidth guarantees
and delay bounds that are perhaps the most important parts of the QoS speci cation. Unfortunately,
relying on bandwidth or delay guarantees makes this
type of systems very vulnerable to denial-of-service
attacks, in addition to traditional intrusions. Indeed, as with other types of networks, potential attacks in an ATM network include the modi cation
of connection and path data in a switch in ways
that are bene cial to the attacker. In this way, the
attacker would be able to insert, divert, or delete
traÆc in an unauthorized manner. Although such
attacks can be local in nature, they can have a global

impact by a ecting not only the attacked connections, but other connections as well. For example,
localized or intermittent ooding by an intruder can
cause the network to violate the QoS requirements
of many unrelated connections. This may in turn
cause applications to time out, and the e ect may
range from invocation of timing recovery actions to
total loss of system control. Thus, the damage can
be widespread and very serious for a mission critical
system and, hence, must be con ned in real-time.
Deleting and suppressing ooding by intruders is
diÆcult to achieve e ectively at switch or network
level, as it may easily masquerade as \friendly" trafc. Detection approaches therefore often have to
rely on end-to-end mechanisms with very long latencies.
During normal operation, connections in networks
with support for QoS guarantees need to go through
a connection establishment phase. The new connection speci es its QoS requirements along with a
characterization of the amount of traÆc that it will
carry. The admission control component of the system will then determine whether enough resources
are available to satisfy the requirements of the new
connection without violating guarantees of previously established connections. Once the connection
is established, a policing mechanism typically enforces that the sender adheres to the traÆc speci cation de ned at establishment time. If an appropriate traÆc model is used, and a suÆciently detailed traÆc speci cation is provided at connection
setup time, both can be used to accurately pro le
traÆc during the lifetime of the connection. The
traÆc model should be capable of describing the
traÆc generated at the source as well as the trafc at an arbitrary point within the network. In an
ATM network, traÆc belonging to di erent connections gets repeatedly multiplexed and demultiplexed
at the entrance to the network and in the switches.
Consequently, the traÆc pattern of a connection undergoes several changes as it traverses the network.
The traÆc pattern of a connection inside the network may be substantially di erent from its pattern
at the source. In particular, it di ers substantially
from the traÆc speci cation provided during connection setup time.
An important contribution of our work is a trafc model that very accurately characterizes traÆc
ows in a network, and so allows for the de nition of
accurate traÆc descriptors. We will describe in Section 2.2 how we use maximum and minimum traÆc

functions to de ne an envelope on the amount of
traÆc generated by a sender or a set of senders in
a distributed application. As we will demonstrate,
these functions are powerful enough to describe all
types of traÆc encountered in time-critical applications, both at the sources and inside of the network.
At the same time, these mathematical functions are
concise and easy to manipulate.

Based on the traÆc modeling techniques developed,
we design and analyze a security device that uses
traÆc information to detect intrusions. The device
meets the ATM forum UNI data speci cation. An
evaluation shows that it is able to perform covert
network traÆc detection, suppression, and alert in a
timely fashion (within 25 s) even under peak traÆc
conditions. Its implementation is both cost e ective
and stable.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we introduce our traÆc modeling techniques.
The design and analysis of the security device is presented in Section 3 while Section 4 concludes the
paper with nal remarks.

2 TraÆc Modeling
In order to provide a valid characterization of the
traÆc of a connection anywhere along the path of
the connection, the traÆc model must be exible
enough to capture perturbances as the traÆc travels along its path. Also, the network must be modeled as to capture the elements that add perturbance to the traÆc as it ows through the network.
To model the traÆc we use pairs of deterministic
traÆc bounding functions. To capture the active
elements within the network we model it as a network of servers and distinguish between constant
and variable servers.

2.1 The Network
For our purposes, an ATM network consists of
ATM switches connected by communication links.
An ATM switch itself consists of input ports, the
switching fabric, and output ports. A cell that arrives at an input port of a switch is transported by
the switching fabric to an output port, where it is
transmitted along the physical link associated with

the output port. Messages are segmented into xedsize cells. This simpli es the traÆc analysis because
the cell transmission time is constant, and time can
be normalized appropriately.

Γ values in megabits per second
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For the purpose of traÆc analysis, the network is
traditionally decomposed into a collection of servers
[4]. Each server provides an abstraction for a network component in the system. For example, the
input ports, the switching fabric, the output ports,
and the physical links can each be modeled as a
server.
We distinguish two types of servers: constant
servers and variable servers [4, 9]. Constant servers,
such as physical links, input ports, and most common switching fabrics, impose a constant delay to
each cell and do not modify the traÆc ow characteristics of a connection. Variable servers, on the
other hand, add a non-constant delay to each cell,
and so modify the traÆc characteristics of connections. An output port, for example, acts as a multiplexor and may simultaneously receive cells belonging to di erent connections competing for transmission on the link associated with the port. Thus, cell
blocking may occur, and cells may be forwarded in
an order that is determined by the scheduling policy adopted by the switch. An output port, which
is a multiplexor, must therefore be considered as a
variable server.
Constant servers do not a ect the traÆc ows.
Therefore, they need not be further considered to
derive the characterization of traÆc ows inside a
network. Variable servers, however, modify the trafc that ows through them, and their e ect on trafc has to be understood, so that the accuracy of a
traÆc descriptor does not excessively su er as the
traÆc traverses one or more variable servers. In
the following section, the network will therefore be
modeled as a network of variable servers only.

2.2 Maximum and Minimum TraÆc
Functions
We de ne the output traÆc function R (t) of connection M at the (variable) server X to be the
amount of data of Connection M departing from
Server X during the time interval [0; t). Obviously,
R (t) precisely describes the traÆc of Connection
M at the output of Server X . The fact that this
function is time-dependent makes it an unlikely cani;X
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Figure 1: Maximum Rate Function
didate for a traÆc descriptor. We consider two more
concise functions, which deterministically bound the
expected traÆc of a connection, and therefore can
be used as envelope to characterize the traÆc.
We call Function F (I ) the maximum traÆc function for Connection M at Server X if for any I > 0,
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That is, the maximum amount of traÆc output from
Server X for Connection M during any time interval of length I is at most F (I ).
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Similarly, we de ne f (I ) to be the minimum trafc function. That is, for any I > 0,
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Again, during any interval of length I , the amount of
traÆc output from server X for Connection M is at
least f (I ). Figure 1 shows a related measure, the
( )
maximum rate function (I ) =
of a traÆc
ow. In this example, a traÆc stream is measured
by a network analyzer as it enters an ATM network,
and the maximum average rate ()is plotted as a
function of the averaging interval I .
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We use the functions F () and f () as traÆc descriptors for the traÆc of connections in the networks.
F () and f () form the tightest deterministic timeinvariant characterization of the traÆc at the output of a server. As F () and f () may be de ned by
a large number of points, they are cumbersome to
manipulate and bounds on the maximum and minimum traÆc functions are used to characterize the
traÆc.
We de ne the maximum traÆc bounding function
B (I ) to be an upper bound on F (I ), that is, B (I ) 
F (I ) for all I . Similarly, we de ne the minimum
traÆc bounding function b(I ) to be a lower bound

F(I), f(I)

on f (I ), that is, b(I )  f (I ) for all I . Since we
base our detection mechanism on B () and b(), the
more tightly they bound the actual traÆc, the more
accurate is the resulting classi cation into compliant
and non-compliant traÆc.
In the context of real-time communication protocols, maximum traÆc bounding functions are used
to allocate resources, and tight bounding functions
are sought to prevent excessive over-allocation of
network resources. In practice, a trade-o must be
made between tightness of the bounding function on
one side, and the overhead incurred to manipulate
it on the other, together with the inherent a-priori
uncertainty about the traÆc characteristics at the
sources.
TraÆc functions can be easily approximated with
piecewise linear bounding functions at any level of
resolution. Consider a maximum traÆc function
F (). Assume that we know one point of the function F (), that is, we know B 0 = F (I 0 ) for some value
of I 0 . We then have a rst-order approximation of
F (I ), which is given by
B 0 (I ) >= [I=I 0 ]  B + min(I 0 ; I

[I=I 0 ]  I 0 )

This can be recursively used to bound the function if more points are known. In this form, coarse
bounds (three to ve linear segments) on maximum
traÆc functions can be used for resource allocation
purposes, where a broad categorization of traÆc
streams into classes { for example teleconference, or
advertising, or sports { is suÆcient. More accurate
bounds (say, ten linear segments) can then be used
to closely characterize individual traÆc streams.
Once the traÆc bounding functions are known at
the entrance to the network, they can be derived
for any point along the path of a connection. This
derivation requires to obtain the traÆc at the output of a server from the traÆc at its input.
Let X and Y be two adjunct servers, and let
Connection M rst traverse Server X and then
Server Y . Then,
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Figure 2: Maximum and Minimum TraÆc Function
De ne an Envelope
and on the traÆc functions of other connections using that server. For a FCFS service discipline, for
example, the worst-case delay on Server X can be
bounded as follows, assuming that Server X serves
N connections, and the traÆc of a connection M
is bounded at the output of the previous server by
the maximum traÆc bounding function B
():
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Various analytical techniques to derive worst-case
delays based on traÆc bounding functions for other
scheduling policies, such as Static Priority, Generalized Processor Sharing, and various forms of
Earliest-Due-Date have been proposed ([4, 5, 7, 8,
12] among many others). The above formula imply
that, for Server Y , the upper and lower traÆc at
its output, modeled by B (t) and b (t), can be
derived from the traÆc at its input (i.e., the output
of the previous Server X ).
i;Y
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Figure 2 illustrates how the maximum and minimum
traÆc functions de ne an envelope for the amount
of traÆc on the connection at the output of a server.
The network will, during run time, dynamically examine the traÆc and verify if the traÆc lies within
this envelope. In the case of a violation is found,
then a (potential) intrusion is detected. Actions can
be taken to immediately suppresses the violation.
These functionalities are implemented in a security
device, which we discuss next.
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where d is the worst-case delay experienced by Connection M at Server Y . The value for d depends
on the scheduling methodology used in the server
i

3 Design and Analysis of a Security
Device
The device must perform the functions of detection,
suppression and alert when non-compliant traÆc
is found to be passing through the network, in a
timely manner. Detection refers to determining if a
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Figure 3: Block Diagram of ATM Switch Security
Device

cell being transmitted out of a particular port on a
switch is in accordance with the maximum and minimum traÆc functions de ned for the connection,
that is, its VPI/VCI pair. Suppression involves the
discarding of the o ending cell and Alert refers to
a method by which the security device reports the
VPI/VCI pair of the o ending cell and the switch
output which produced it. Optionally, Alert also
refers to the reporting of the reason for which the
cell is found to be in violation, whether it be due to
an illegal VPI/VCI pair or due to a violation of the
traÆc envelope.
The determining factor in the design was the need
to implement the device with components that are
widely available, inexpensive, and of proven stability. Because of the high data rates involved in the
transmission of cells in ATM networks, it was necessary to use as much parallelism of functions as
possible in hardware in order to implement the design with standard components and realizable clock
speeds.
As illustrated in Figure 3, the device relies on three
units functioning in tandem to handle the trafc produced by each ATM network switch output.
These three units, labeled Receiver, Analysis Module, and Transmitter, function in sequence to capture, analyze, and retransmit the network traÆc
from one ATM network switch output Port: The
Receivers queue the incoming data from the ATM
network switch and present the data to the Analysis Modules in manageable pieces. The Analysis
Modules capture the data from the Receivers and
perform the necessary functions of detection, suppression and alert and pass this data to the Transmitters if it is found to be valid. The Transmitters
capture the outgoing data from the Analysis Modules and transmit it to the subsequent switch in the
ATM network.

Overseeing the operation of the Receivers, Analysis
Modules and Transmitters is the Control Module.
It is the responsibility of this module to accept data
from the Supervisory Interface regarding new connections that need to be admitted in the ATM network and pass this data to the appropriate Analysis Module. Additionally, the Control Module must
detect a traÆc alert from any one of the Analysis
Modules and, when it occurs, must capture the data
regarding the cell which caused the alert from the
appropriate Analysis Module. Then, the Control
Module must transmit this data to the supervisory
interface.
The end result is a device that can capture, analyze and retransmit the ATM network traÆc on the
multiple output ports of an ATM switch, update
path information , and report traÆc infractions under conditions of peak data rate transmission. The
analysis portion of the device's function may be of
two types. Under the rst variant, arriving network traÆc will be checked for validity in terms
of whether or not the connection with which that
traÆc is associated does indeed pass through the
network switch and port from which the data originated. The second variant will perform exactly the
same veri cation as the rst variant and, in addition, will also verify that traÆc that has been found
to be traveling across a valid connection has not exceeded the traÆc limits placed on that connection.

3.1 Transmitter and Receiver
The receivers and transmitter capture and send the
cell data from and to the physical outputs and inputs of the ATM switches between which the device lies and process it according to the particular
physical interface characteristics of those switches.
This includes any functions of decryption, decompression, and bit-level synchronization. The exact
design of these units will be highly dependent on
the physical media and beyond the scope of this
description. The physical blocks comprising these
modules is not a matter of choice since it is already
described in the ATM forum literature ([2, 3]) and
components for use in these modules are available.
The only design issue that needs to be noted with
regard to the function of the receivers and transmitters is that they present data to the Analysis Module
in parallel 16-bit words and synchronize the their
presentation to the Analysis Module clock. The

stipulation that data be presented to and read from
the Analysis Modules in 16-bit words arises out of
the need to have this device operate at clock speeds
that are reasonable for implementation in integrated
circuit designs that utilize the major logic families
currently available. At the highest speed scenarios
of data rates of 622.08 Mbps, it implies that 38.9
million 16-bit words need to be processed by every
Analysis Module, which implies a maximum clock
rate of 38.9 MHz for the Analysis Modules.

3.2 Analysis Module
The Analysis Module admits a new cell into a 16bit shift register, word by word from the receiver.
In parallel, as components of the VPI/VCI pair belonging to the cell in transit are received from the
Receiver (contained in the cell header, consisting of
the rst ve bytes of data) they will also be copied
into six four-bit latches.
Once all 24 bits of the VPI/VCI pair associated with
the cell in transit have been captured in these fourbit latches, the 24 bits of output from them will be
presented to the memory lookup module in two 12bit words, with one word being presented at a time.
The control to present these two 12-bit words will
be performed by a 12-bit by 4-input multiplexor.
The two words that are presented to the memory
lookup module will be interpreted by this module
as an address that is uses to perform the actual
analysis of the cell's validity. Depending on the version of the Analysis Module to be implemented, this
function will change. Primarily, the memory lookup
module will verify if the cell belongs to a connection that does indeed pass through the switch and
port from which it originated. Optionally, the module will also verify if the network connection along
which the cell in question is traveling has is within
the envelope de ned by the maximum and minimum
traÆc bounding function for that connection at that
output port.
This result will be used by the sequence/detect module to determine if the cell is valid or not. If the cell
is valid, it will enable the output from the last set
of latches in the 16-bit shift register to be sent out
to the transmitter. If the cell is not valid, the sequence/detect module will suppress output of the
cell from the shift register to the transmitter by
simply presenting null data (all zero bits) to the

input state of the Receiver. In this case, the sequence/detect module will also trigger the interrupt
logic in the Control Module. The Control Module
will then know that an invalid cell has been detected
and will perform the necessary operations to read
the VPI/VCI pair of the o ending cell from the outputs of the six 4-bit latches, which have been storing
this information throughout the entire process.
All the devices used in this circuit are currently feasible in TTL and HC logic families. In addition,
a number of tri-state bu ers are implicitly used in
this design to allow the Control Module to select between the data inputs and outputs of the di erent
Analysis Modules to which it is attached. The interconnection of the functional blocks of the Analysis
Module is shown in Figure 4.
The sequence/detect module is a simple sequential
state machine with external decode logic. It controls all the inputs and outputs required to perform
the functions just described. This state machine
is designed using the same type of edge triggered
D-type latches and combinatorial logic used to construct the other component blocks of the Analysis
Module.
The reasoning behind the design of the Analysis
Module was to be able to take advantage of the large
number of operations that can be performed in parallel in order to reduce the number of clock cycles
necessary for the device to perform its function.
The e ect on the performance of the physical communication link passing through this device will be
that any cell in transit will be delayed by the amount
of time necessary to read in the cell's header and
perform the lookup of the VPI/VCI pair contained
in these ve bytes in the memory lookup module.
This means that the controlling factor of the transmission delay a cell will experience in every security
device through which it passes will be the sum of
these two periods of time, in addition to delays incurred due to link-level synchronization at receivers
and transmitters.
The Control Module's logic will be triggered within
less than one cell transmit time if the transiting
cell is found to be invalid (nine clock cycles, to be
precise). This means that the Control Module will
know about the violation in less than one cell time
and can begin sending data bout the violation to its
supervisory control interface within less than one
cell time.
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3.3 Control Module
The Control Module performs its job asynchronously from the Analysis Module. It handles
communication with the supervisory interface and
with the hardware in the Analysis Module to which
it is attached. To the supervisor interface, the Control Module must report traÆc violations detected
and read from the Analysis Modules and get information about new valid data paths that have been
created in the network. When the Control Module receives data about a new valid path, it must
be able to distinguish through which Analysis Module the path passes and must update the valid path
information within this module.
A Motorola 68PM302 Integrated Multiprotocol Processor is an ideal candidate because of its current
availability at reasonable cost and its capability
to provide a broad range of built-in features that
closely match the needs of this application. It provides suÆcient I/O to be able to perform all the
necessary read and write operations to and from
the Analysis Module hardware. It o ers the interrupt circuitry necessary for the Analysis Module to
alert the Control Module of a traÆc violation. Finally, it provides a high-speed serial interface, which
could be used in conjunction with a DS1 compliant

transceiver in order to communicate with the Control Module's supervisory interface.

4 Final Remarks
In this work we propose an intrusion detection
mechanism for high-speed networks based on the
characterization of the traÆc arrival patterns on
connections. This approach well complements other
traÆc characterization schemes. Its strength lies in
the fact that the management of characterization
parameters is greatly simpli ed. Indeed, we take
full advantage of the fact that applications must
declare the traÆc speci cation during connection
setup if they want their QoS requirements to be met.
This traÆc speci cation provides the upper bound
of the traÆc envelope. An additional minimum trafc speci cation would provide the lower bound. No
sophisticated anomaly detector is needed ([6, 10])
to determine whether an intrusion occurred, since
the envelope parameters have been provided during
connection setup. For example, if a maximum trafc function is exceeded for a connection, an alert
must be triggered to indicate that an intrusion may
have happened and that the system is operating at
a higher load than what is safe for the given QoS

guarantees.
Our traÆc model in terms of maximum and minimum traÆc functions then gives us a exible
method to formulate the envelope for each connection at an arbitrary point in the network. This
allows for a targeted deployment of our proposed
ATM security devices across the network, and for
an accurate methodology to determine the parameters for the traÆc envelopes for connections.
We presented a module level description of a detection device and have shown it to be implementable
with currently available o -the-shelf components
and custom ASICs available at current levels of integration technology. The performance of the device
has been evaluated under worst-case conditions for
network traÆc. It has been shown that the delay experienced by network traÆc in existing virtual connections in the network is trivial when compared
to its expected transit time within the network and
that the management functions of creating and destroying virtual connections are not a function of
the creation/destruction rate of these connections.
Through the description of its operation, it is evident that, while utilizing such a framework of traÆc
security enforcement, the full bandwidth of the network is available to all users for authorized utilization and that traÆc delays network cells will experience are constant even under sustained peak traÆc
conditions.
The details for the components of the device presented here have concentrated primarily on the
mechanisms by which actual enforcement should occur and how to limit the impact which it has on
overall network performance. Many portions of the
larger issues of this method of security enforcement
have been glossed over. Foremost among these issues is the topology and physical architecture that
should be used to implement the network by which
supervisory control data is transferred between the
modules that actually provide the enforcement and
the workstations that keep the operators of the security body appraised of the state of the network.
An integral component of this decision will be an assessment of exactly what criteria to use in order to
derive the level of enforcement that the modules designed in this document will be required to perform.
Based on this, assessments may be made with regard to what the overall bandwidth and worst-case
delays of the overlaying network must be in order to
provide an interface to the individual enforcement
modules that is deemed to be acceptable from the

network management perspective.
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